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Haze Rain

Underwater Night



Adaptive Down-Sampling 
for Video Coding &

Transmission over Low
Bit Rate Channels

“Privacy-Preserving Human Activity Recognition from Extreme Low Resolution”, M. S. Ryoo et. al., AAAI 2017

• Downsampling high-resolution
video to extreme low-resolution
(e.g., 16x12), to create
“anonymized videos”

• Perform human activity
recognition over “anonymized 
videos”, without leaking the
identify (face) information



Online link: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=V9dQm-tMONw
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§ Low-level and high-level vision tasks have mostly been considered
as two separate stages in a pipeline
§ first restoration/enhancement, then recognition/detection/parsing …

§ It was known before the age of deep learning, that jointly optimizing
the low-level and high-level tasks would benefit both of them

§ As deep learning prevails, the idea of end-to-end pipeline 
optimization becomes more popular and feasible

ICCV’11 Best
Student Paper



§ Step 1: Pre-Training Low-Level Vision Part
§ denoising, deblurring, super resolution, inpainting, dehazing…

§ may use external (unlabeled) HQ images to create LQ-HQ pairs

§ restoration models often generalize well, at least for natural images

LQ = low quality, HQ = high quality



§ Step 1 (variant):“Aggressive” Pre-training
§ Train a restoration model using “worse than actual” LQ data

§ (Potentially) learn more robust filters, and enhance useful features

§ Real-world LQ data may have no accurate estimate of groundtruth
degradation, where we could instead use an (reasonable) overestimate



§ Step 2: Obtain Robust Feature Encoder
§ Instead of reconstructing images, some intermediate features may be

more useful for classification

§ We (by default in simulations) remove the last layer of the pre-trained
network, and treat the remaining layers as a feature encoder

§ HQ information is now implicitly embedded



§ Step 3: Joint Tuning with High-Level Vision Part
§ Concatenate feature encoder with high-level sub-network (e.g., classifier)

§ Tune the entire pipeline from end to end

§ Practically, feature encoder may be subject to smaller learning rates



§ Unsupervised Pre-Training
§ Originally introduced to initialize deep models with unlabeled data
§ Followed by Supervised Fine-Tuning
§ Goal: to ease the difficulty of training, or to transfer between tasks

§ Data Augmentation
§ Artificially increase the training data volume and improve generalization, by

adding random, moderate, label-preserving perturbations
§ Example: Stacked Denoising Auto Encoder, etc.
§ Goal: to encode invariance and improve generalization

§ Extend these concepts to the combination of low/high-level vision tasks



§ Proof-of-Concept: MSRA-CFW Face Identification
§ Treat original data as HQ

§ Synthesize LQ data: low resolution, noise, blur, occlusion, mix of them…



§ Comparison Methods
§ HQ: trained and tested on HQ + labels only

§ LQ-⍺: Generate LQ from HQ with degradation level ⍺, and then train 
directly on LQ + labels

§ LQ-⍺-joint: Generate LQ with degradation level ⍺, and then train using 
the proposed three-step approach

§ LQ-⍺-β-joint: Generate two LQ sets with degradation levels ⍺ and β (⍺ <
β), and then train using the proposed three-step approach, where Step 1
adopts “Aggressive” Pre-training with β

§ LQ-⍺-non-joint: LQ-⍺-joint with no joint tuning (after Steps 1 and 2, train
the high-level sub-network over enhanced features separately)



Low resolution

Noise (salt & pepper)

Blur



Occlusion

Mix low resolution and noise

Mix low resolution and blur



§ Unity is always Power
§ We have never observed a single case where joint tuning didn’t help
§ Restoration alone does not necessarily help, and can even hamper

recognition, without the joint optimization step.
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Model Components:

§ Low-level model: SRCNN [1]

§ High-level model: VGG-16 [2]

Training and Testing Datasets:

§ Low-level Pre-Training Stage:
§ The classical 91-image training set for SR, consisting of LR-HR pairs with the downsampling

ratio of s (s = 2, 4, 8)

§ Joint Tuning Stage:
§ The training set of ImageNet ILSVRC-2012, downsampled for s times

§ Testing Stage:
§ The validation set of ImageNet ILSVRC-2012, downsampled for s times (single scale testing)

Note: No access to the original HR ImageNet dataset is assumed during training.We rely on the
transferability of low-level models.

[1] C Dong, CC Loy, K He, X Tang, “Learning a deep convolutional network for image super-resolution”, ECCV 2014
[2] K Simonyan, A Zisserman, “Very deep convolutional networks for large-scale image recognition”, ICLR 2015



§ Pre-trained VGG: apply original VGG (trained on the HR ImageNet) to LR datasets

§ SRCNN + VGG Non-Joint: first use SRCNN to upscale LR data, then apply original VGG

§ Retrained VGG: fine-tune original VGG on LR data

§ SRCNN + VGG Joint: take SRCNN + VGG Non-Joint as initialization, and joint tune

Is it just because of more parameters? No



§ Since SR is a one-to-many problem, any one of the “many” is a plausible
solution, and it is impossible to ensure that the added details are authentic to
the original HR image.

§ In contrast, object recognition tries to identify the one from “many”.

§ Aren’t they contradicting?
§ While not guaranteed to be faithful, the hallucinated details from SR help discover 

subtle but discriminative features, some of which will benefit recognition. Those
details are otherwise prone to be overlooked from LR images.

§ D. Dai,Y.Wang,Y. Chen and L.V. Gool, "How Useful Is Image Super-resolution to Other 
Vision Tasks? ”, WACV, 2016

§ “… The standard perceptual evaluation criteria, such as PSNR and SSIM, correlate quite 
well with the usefulness of ISR methods to other vision tasks, but cannot measure it very 
accurately. …”

§ The hallucinated details from SR are not necessarily relevant nor right, and the joint
tuning step provides feature refinement with the aid of high-level label information.
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§ Main difference from SR case: utilize a ”hybrid” loss simultaneously evaluating low-
level and high-level tasks during training

§ To use a hybrid loss or a high-level only loss? It depends on what you want



(a) Overview of the proposed denoising network (inspired by U-net). 
(b) feature encoding module. (c) feature decoding module



Semantic segmentation accuracy and PSNR values for denoising
noisy images (σ = 30) on Pascal VOC 2012

Ground-Truth Separate + VGG Single Loss Joint Training (Hybrid Loss)
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Highlights: 

§ The first end-to-end dehazing network that regresses a clean image from a hazy 
image, without any intermediate parameter estimation step

§ Physically grounded and input-adaptive 

§ Superior performance in terms of PSNR, SSIM, visual quality, and running speed

§ The “end-to-end” design enables to embed AOD-Net into other deep models of 
high-level vision tasks…



Mean Average Precision comparison (F = Faster R-CNN, A = AOD-Net)

Observations:

§ Without joint training, AOD-Net outperforms other dehazing methods in 
terms of subsequent detection performance

§ Joint tuning of A+F boosts detection performance further, and outperforms 
directly re-training Faster R-CNN on hazy images

§ Is it because of more parameters? NO 
§ Place an Auto Encoder before Faster-RCNN and then jointly tune -> not as good!
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§ Adaptive downsampling requires the joint SR and recognition 
module to be robust to a wide range of downsampling factors 
§ Data-driven SR usually assumes one identical downsampling factor of

training and testing

§ SR with unknown factors is very challenging

§ Max-Mix Training for “One-for-All” SR + recognition model
§ When pre-training SR model, use LQ generated with the maximum

downsampling factor (“aggressive” pre-training)
§ When joint tuning for recognition, use LQ generated with the full-

range of downsampling factors (“multi-scale” data augmentation)



§ LR-s: trained and tested on LR data, with the downsampling factor s

§ Non-Joint-s: first train a s-time SR model, then a deep network for emotion recognition

§ Joint-s: train joint SR + recognition for one dedicated s

§ Joint-OA: train "one for all" joint SR + recognition using max-mix training (applied to all s)

Measured by: (i) Pearson Correlation Coefficient (CC); and (iii) Concordance Correlation Coefficient (CCC)
[CCC is the most recognized criteria on the dataset]

s = 4, CC versus bpp s = 4, CCC  versus bpp



All Manuscripts, Codes and Project Websites will be updated to the Tutorial Page soon

§ General Methodology
§ Bowen Cheng, Zhangyang Wang, Ding Liu, Haichao Zhang, Shiyu Chang, Thomas Huang, “Enhancing Deep Visual 

Recognition under Adverse Conditions by Leveraging Robust Pre-training”, under preparation [manuscript and
materials available upon request]

§ Super Resolution + Recognition
§ Ding Liu, Zhaowen Wang, Yuchen Fan, Xianming Liu, Zhangyang Wang, Shiyu Chang, Thomas Huang, “Robust Video 

Super-Resolution with Learned Temporal Dynamics”, ICCV, 2017

§ Zhangyang Wang et. al. “Studying Very Low Resolution Recognition Using Deep Networks”, CVPR, 2016

§ Denoising + Segmentation
§ Ding Liu, Bihan Wen, Xianming Liu, Thomas Huang, “When Image Denoising Meets High-Level Vision Tasks: A Deep 

Learning Approach”, arXiv, 2017

§ Dehazing + Object Detection
§ Boyi Li, Xiulian Peng, Zhangyang Wang, Ji-Zheng Xu, Dan Feng, “An All-in-One Network for Dehazing and 

Beyond”, arXiv, 2017

§ Boyi Li, Xiulian Peng, Zhangyang Wang, Ji-Zheng Xu, Dan Feng, “AOD-Net: All-in-One Dehazing Network”, ICCV, 
2017

§ Super Resolution + Video Communication
§ Bowen Cheng, Zhangyang Wang , Zhaobin Zhang,  Zhu Li, Ding Liu, Jianchao Yang, Thomas Huang, “Robust Emotion 

Recognition from Low Quality and Low Bit Rate Video: A Deep Learning Approach”, ACII, 2017
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